An overview of the College of American Pathologists' programs in surgical pathology and cytopathology. Data summary of diagnostic performance in cervical cytopathology.
The survey programs in surgical pathology and cytopathology of the College of American Pathologists are described, along with a summary of the data produced on diagnostic performance in cytopathology. The levels of agreement between individual diagnoses and consensus diagnoses were highest for slides in the "negative" and "positive" categories and somewhat less for slides in the "suspicious" categories. Submission of slides with 70% or less agreement and slides on which a consensus had not been reached to a new group of observers yielded similar levels of agreement, indicating that there is a fairly small percentage of cervical smears that are diagnostic problems. Agreement levels, especially in relation to false negatives and false positives, represent a commendable achievement, especially considering that cervical cytology is a screening procedure and that "suspicious" smears result in further investigations. It is also important to recognize that additional clinical data and studies are often taken into consideration before definitive treatment is begun or additional follow-up smears are taken.